The incidence of Alzheimer disease (AD) peaks after 85 years of age. Although genetic factors are implicated in AD with substantially earlier onset, the familial characteristics of high-incidence very late-onset AD (VLOAD, defined here as AD with onset age Ն85 years) remain unknown.
A
LZHEIMER DISEASE (AD) is a highly age-dependent, late-onset disorder, although how long the initial pathophysiology predates clinical onset is unknown. The incidence of AD is still low at 60 to 65 years of age, but it then approximately doubles every 5 years at least until 85 to 90 years of age. 1, 2 Hence, compared with earlier ages, AD with onset after 85 years of age (hereafter referred to as very late-onset AD [VLOAD]) represents the highestincidence AD, and it remains unclear to what extent the incidence rate continues to rise after 90 years of age. 3 As longevity increases [4] [5] [6] and the age structure of the US population shifts increasingly upward, 7 the significant public health problem already presented by AD will grow and make delineating the complicated mix of genetic and nongenetic causes of AD increasingly urgent. Although the prevalence of VLOAD is not currently greater than that of earlier-onset AD, future increases in longevity will tend to shift the ratio of cases from the earlier-onset group toward VLOAD. Despite the many studies of familial aggregation in AD, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] the familial characteristics of VLOAD have not been previously investigated. Even studies specifically concentrating on late-onset AD have primarily examined samples of probands with onset of clinical symptoms after 60 or 65 years of age and included very few with onset as late as the ninth decade of life. 12, [14] [15] [16] To our knowledge, the relatives of VLOAD probands have never been examined as a separate group. Despite its frequency, VLOAD is less likely to be ascertained at tertiary care clinical facilities, the setting for most of these studies, 17 and the familial characteristics of AD cases emerging at the highest levels of incidence are essentially unknown.
Nevertheless, it can be hypothesized that VLOAD has different familial or genetic underpinnings than earlieronset AD. The role of genetic factors in earlier-onset AD is far from uniform. In rare cases, AD is caused by a mutation on 1 of at least 3 genes, any one of which leads to very early onset of illness. 18 In an older and much more substantial proportion of cases, the apolipoprotein E (APOE) ⑀4 allele, although not a sufficient cause of AD, markedly increases its risk in a doseresponse fashion. 19 Other genetic risk factors are also probable in AD, 20, 21 and a variety of candidates have been suggested as risk factors independent of APOE or factors that interact with it. 22 Finally, at least some role for nongenetic factors is likely, given the documentation of long-lived monozygotic twins discordant for AD 23, 24 and the variety of possible environmental risk factors that are currently under investigation. 25, 26 Age at onset has been a useful organizing phenotype for identifying cases of AD in which genetic factors have a greater or a reduced influence. Very early-onset AD (ie, at Ͻ50 or Ͻ55 years of age) characterizes most AD cases with autosomal dominant, familial AD. In contrast, APOE-⑀4 appears to exert its strongest influence on AD at later ages but especially at younger than 70 or 75 years, [27] [28] [29] [30] although some studies have found an APOE-⑀4 effect among the very old as well. 31 More generally, familial or genetic risk factors appear to be most influential in AD at relatively early onset ages, with diminishing impact as age increases. 10 Beyond its utility for teasing apart groups with potentially different proportions of familiality, assessment of the extent of familial aggregation in VLOAD is also important for families of patients with VLOAD who are concerned about their own risk for AD. In the present study, the risk for AD in the first-degree relatives of VLOAD probands is examined and compared with the risk among relatives of earlier-onset AD and those of nondemented elderly probands.
METHODS

AD PROBANDS
To identify AD probands with a wide range of onset ages, we used clinic and nursing home settings. The former only rarely ascertains patients with VLOAD, and earlier-onset AD is less common in the latter. Probands with a clinical diagnosis of AD (n = 932) were ascertained from the Jewish Home and Hospital (JHH) (n = 303) and the memory disorders clinics associated with the Mount Sinai Alzheimer's Disease Research Center (ADRC; n = 629), New York, NY. The ADRC patients are routinely referred to the Department of Psychiatry Family Studies Research Center for a family history assessment. Consecutively admitted demented patients or those with mild cognitive impairment are referred without regard to the proband diagnosis or any prior information concerning family history. In the present study, we included all probands with a probable AD diagnosis; those with other dementia diagnoses or mild cognitive impairment were excluded. At the JHH, we contacted family members of the current residents in the order of their admission dates, beginning with the earliest admissions. Histories were obtained for probands regardless of diagnosis. For the present study, only those with a clinical diagnosis of AD were included in the AD proband groups.
The ADRC and the JHH are affiliated but independent institutions that use different diagnostic systems to clinically diagnose AD. The National Institute of Neurological and Communicative Disorders and Stroke and the Alzheimer's Disease and Related Disorders Association (NINCDS-ADRDA) criteria for probable AD 32 were used at the ADRC, and the International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision criteria were primarily used at the JHH (however, a subset of probands at the JHH received a diagnosis by means of NINCDS-ADRDA criteria). The possibility of a family history status bias associated with the use of different proband diagnostic criteria and different sources of ascertainment was a major focus in a previously published study. 17 First, within the JHH sample, we compared the use of the 2 different diagnostic systems and found the familial risk for AD to be identical (relative risk, 1.0). Second, cumulative risk curves in the relatives of clinic (ADRC)-and nursing home (JHH)-based AD probands were wholly indistinguishable when probands were matched by age at onset. Because we found no evidence of a bias associated with family history ascertainment, we combined the JHH and ADRC samples.
The AD probands were then divided between those with onset at 85 years or older (VLOAD group) and those with onset at younger than 85 years. The onset age of 85 years was used as a cutoff because, compared with earlier ages, AD incidence is strongly higher after 85 years, comparable data are sparse after 90 years of age, 33 and this cutoff age provided sufficiently large groups of relatives for meaningful comparisons through most of the human life span. Agreement on age at onset, defined for probands and relatives as the age when the first definite symptom was recognized, between 2 independent family informants (interinformant reliability) and between independent interviews (and interviewers) separated by at least 1 1 ⁄2 years (test-retest reliability) were previously found to be very good (intraclass correlation, 0.91).
34,35
NONDEMENTED ELDERLY PROBANDS
Family histories were collected from 1474 elderly nondemented probands. These subjects were recruited from (1) the nondemented spouses of ADRC patients, including the spouses of the AD probands and of patients with other disorders (n=583); (2) the nondemented spouses of demented and nondemented JHH residents (n=330); (3) nondemented residents at the JHH (n=135); and (4) Jewish and Italian participants in New York City-sponsored senior centers (n=426). 36 The family history of the spouses of demented probands was routinely collected, although we excluded spouses with possible evidence of a memory problem or dementia. The senior center participants were ascertained with the cooperation of the New York City Department for the Aging and the individual administrations of participating centers. Nondemented elderly probands were recruited from each center following uniform procedures described in detail elsewhere, 36 in which participants were asked to complete a health survey about themselves and their family without mentioning dementia, AD, or memory problems at the time of initial recruitment and which included health-related questions in other areas. Although the probands in the latter 3 groups were more ethnically homogeneous than the first, the cumulative risk curves for AD in their relatives have been found to be almost identical, 37 justifying their inclusion in a single, nondemented proband group. These index cases were determined to be free of dementia by means of the Alzheimer's Disease Risk Questionnaire 38 and the Dementia Questionnaire (DQ), 34 administered to 1 or 2 family informants. Nondemented index cases 90 years or older were excluded because these individuals have markedly reduced familial aggregation of AD, even when compared with nondemented probands aged 85 to 89 years, whereas younger nondemented elderly probands, subdivided by age (ie, 60-74 vs 75-89 years), showed comparable levels of risk. 
ASSESSMENT OF RELATIVES
The proband's first-degree relatives were identified through interviews usually conducted by telephone with 1 or more family informants. Using the Alzheimer's Disease Risk Questionnaire, 38 we assessed the birth year, sex, and current age (if alive) or age at and cause of death for each relative. The Alzheimer's Disease Risk Questionnaire was then used to screen for dementia, cognitive impairment, or memory loss of any type. We administered the DQ 34 when any of these were suggested. The 50-item DQ focuses on whether a dementia is present and, if so, determines its specific type and age at onset. Relatives were classified as having AD if they fulfilled previously published criteria 35 similar to DSM-IV criteria for dementia of the Alzheimer type 39 but designed for informant-based assessment. For AD, this method has had very good interinformant 34 and test-retest 35 reliability. An independent group found that the DQ has excellent sensitivity and specificity for identifying dementias ascertained through direct clinical assessment. 40 In addition, at our center, in a series of deceased elderly subjects who underwent autopsy, informantbased DQ diagnoses were compared with results of independent neuropathological examinations; for AD, the DQ was found to be only slightly less sensitive than direct clinical assessment, and its specificity was virtually at the same level. 41 Only the parents and siblings of the probands were included. Offspring were excluded because the spouses of AD probands were frequently included among the nondemented elderly comparison group and, hence, such offspring would be categorized in 2 different groups. In any case, most of the offspring were too young to be at risk for AD and their exclusion did not affect the results. In addition, we compared familial aggregation in the families of AD probands in which the spouses served or did not serve as an informant while controlling for proband onset. We found no significant differences in the cumulative risk curves. All protocols used were approved by the Mount Sinai Institutional Review Board, and informed consent was obtained.
STATISTICS
Survival analysis was used to examine the cumulative risk for AD. We used the actuarial life-table method as implemented by SPSS software (release 10.0.5; SPSS Inc, Chicago, Ill), with 1-year intervals to generate risk curves for AD in groups of relatives and compare curves in different groups while controlling for differences in age structure. As described more fully elsewhere, 10 in contrast to the Kaplan-Meier method, the actuarial method includes an estimation of within-interval censorship that, when the interval is minimized, likely improves the risk estimate. We used the Wilcoxon-Gehan (W) statistic 42 to test the difference between curves.
Hazard rate ratios were calculated for relatives in both AD proband groups using 5-year age intervals, with the relatives of the nondemented elderly probands serving as the reference group. This statistic uses the age interval-specific hazard rate, ie, the per-year risk for AD that an individual faces during a given age interval, given that he or she is alive and at risk at its start. The hazard rate ratio, then, is a measure of the extent to which, at a given age interval, the hazard rate is increased (hazard rate ratio, Ͼ1.0) or decreased (hazard rate ratio, Ͻ1.0) over the hazard rate in the reference group. Examining hazard rate ratios across age intervals helps reveal whether an overall difference in risk curves derives from proportionately similar levels of increased risk across the late life span or is disproportionately driven by hazard rates at particular ages.
RESULTS
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
The number and characteristics of the 3 proband groups are shown in Table 1 . By definition, proband age at onset differed between the 2 AD groups, leading also to a difference in their age at assessment. Although probands were more frequently women than men in all groups, the extent to which they predominated varied significantly. This finding was consistent with the increased longevity and greater prevalence of VLOAD in women. 43 Also in Table 1 , the number and characteristics of the 3 groups of parents and siblings are presented. As expected, the ages of these relatives were significantly different between the groups, but no difference was seen in the sex distribution.
CUMULATIVE RISK
Cumulative risk curves (with SEs) were constructed for the relatives in each of the 3 proband groups (Figure 1) . In the relatives of the earlier-onset AD proband group, the risk for AD first exceeded 2% at 65 years of age and 10% at 77 years of age. By 85, 90, and 95 years of age, the cumulative risk for AD in this group was 22.1%±1.3%, 26.5%±1.7%, and 30.6%±2.3%, respectively. Beyond 95 years of age, there were only 42.5 relatives at risk, reducing the reliability of the estimate to unacceptable levels. In the relatives of the VLOAD proband group, the cumulative risk first exceeded 2% at 71 years of age (6 The risk curve associated with the relatives of the earlier-onset AD probands was significantly different than the curves of the relatives of the VLOAD probands (W=28.63; PϽ.001) and the relatives of the nondemented elderly (W=198.45; PϽ.001). In contrast, the latter 2 curves were almost identical until approximately 87 years of age, when the risk to relatives of VLOAD probands began to rise more sharply. We detected no significant differences between these 2 curves (W=2.08; P=.10). We then restricted the nondemented elderly probands to those aged 85 to 89 years (n=155; relatives, n=942) and the VLOAD group to those with onset before 90 years of age (n=94; relatives, n=699). In this way, we excluded nondemented elderly probands who were not yet at risk for VLOAD and VLOAD probands with onset ages beyond those of any of the nondemented elderly probands. The close similarity between the 2 curves through most of the late life span and their divergence in the middle to late ninth decade of life persisted using these more restricted samples. The pairwise statistical comparison of all 3 curves remained at the same levels of statistical significance (data not shown).
Because the VLOAD group was older, their parents had been dead longer than in the other 2 groups. This raised the possibility of differential reliability of the parental diagnostic classifications, which in turn might explain the reduced risk observed in the VLOAD group. Hence, we restricted the sample of relatives to siblings alone. Unlike the parents, a proportion of the siblings were still alive at assessment time, and most of those who had died had done so more recently. In addition, we found among deceased siblings no differences between groups in the interval from death to the time of assessment (F 2,2932 =0.51; P = .60). The cumulative risk curves using siblings alone were essentially unchanged, and none of the statistical findings differed from those that used the entire sample. However, since a larger proportion of siblings in the VLOAD group were dead (79.5%) compared with those of the other 2 groups (earlier-onset AD, 47.8%; nondemented elderly, 52.8%; 2 2 =173.4; PϽ.001), we compared the risk for AD between groups using siblings alone while stratifying by living status. Again, the risk curves looked very similar to those observed with the full sample, and their statistical comparisons were unchanged. These results led us to retain the full sample of relatives for the subsequent analyses.
HAZARD RATE RATIOS
We next calculated the 5-year hazard rates of AD ( Table 2 ) and examined the patterns of hazard rate ratios in relatives of each of the 2 AD proband groups using the relatives of the nondemented elderly as a reference group (Figure 2) . For the relatives of the earlieronset AD probands, with the exception of the group aged 90 to 94 years, significantly higher hazard rates were observed compared with the relatives of nondemented elderly probands (Table 2 ). In contrast, for the relatives of the VLOAD, none of the hazard rates were significantly different.
For the 9 successive age intervals ranging from 50 to 54 years to 90 to 94 years among the earlier-onset AD probands, the 9 hazard rate ratios were 19.71, 6.35, 5.21, 4.06, 3.85, 3.43, 2.23, 2.21, and 1.17. Thus, the ratios dropped with successive age intervals. The lower 95% confidence intervals for 6 of the first 7 hazard rate ratios were equal to or greater than 1.0 ( Figure 2 ; the exception was the group aged 55-59 years, with the lower 95% confidence limit of 0.91). In contrast, the hazard rate ratios for the relatives of the VLOAD probands exceeded 1.50 at only 3 age intervals. Two of these 3 were the earliest intervals examined (ages 50-54 years: hazard rate ratio, 9.56; ages 55-59 years: hazard rate ratio, 2.39), but in both cases, a single AD case was identified in the relatives of the VLOAD probands ( Table 2 ). The third age interval constituted ages 85 to 89 years (hazard rate ratio, 1.95) and included 12 AD cases in the VLOAD group. However, no hazard rate ratio for the VLOAD group had a lower 95% confidence limit excluding 1.0 (Figure 2 ).
RISK USING OTHER PROBAND ONSET CUTOFFS
Familial aggregation of AD was also investigated by successively redividing the entire AD proband group and using lower age cutoffs at 5-year intervals as young as 60 years. Table 3 shows comparisons of the risk curve in the original groups and for each redivision of the relatives. All pairwise comparisons of cumulative risk curves in the redivided relatives of AD probands and the nondemented elderly subjects were significant. 
COMMENT
At least until the middle to late ninth decade of life, the risk for AD among the parents and siblings of VLOAD probands was significantly lower than among the parents and siblings of earlier-onset AD probands and did not significantly differ from that of the parents and siblings of the nondemented elderly group. Indeed, until 87 years of age, the risks for AD in the relatives of the VLOAD and nondemented elderly groups were essentially identical. In addition, these results were unchanged when the VLOAD and nondemented elderly probands were restricted to strengthen the disease distinction between the samples, and when the sample was restricted to siblings alone, whether compared unstratified or stratified by whether they were alive at assessment. To our knowledge, no previous study of AD familial aggregation has included a comparably sized number of VLOAD probands, and no study of any size has examined the risk for AD in the relatives of VLOAD probands alone. The present results suggest that, at least through 87 years of age, the risk for AD in the firstdegree relatives of VLOAD probands is no greater than that among the relatives of nondemented elderly subjects. This underscores the need for physicians, genetic counselors, and other professionals working with the family members of patients with AD who are concerned about their own risk to assess the presence of AD among family members and their ages at onset. A second line of evidence suggests that genetic risk factors that operate at earlier ages have a greatly reduced role in the expression of VLOAD. This conclusion emerges from the pattern of age interval-specific hazard rate ratios in the relatives of the AD probands with an onset before 85 years of age. Although the overall incidence of AD increased with age among the relatives of AD probands, the diminishing hazard rate ratios during a 45-year span illustrate the decreasing levels of increased risk associated with a biological relationship with an AD proband with onset before 85 years of age. In other words, firstdegree relatives of AD probands with onset before 85 years of age have a greater risk for AD than do those with no such relative, but the extent of the increased risk decreases with age and may dissolve entirely by very late life. This pattern of risk was previously observed in an overlapping but much smaller sample-about one quarter as large-of earlier-onset AD probands. 10 Although DNA was not available in sufficient numbers of probands to specifically examine the role of APOE in the present sample, the results are also broadly consistent with those studies that find diminishing influence of APOE-⑀4 on AD in very late life. [27] [28] [29] [30] [44] [45] [46] [47] Our findings suggest that in counseling family members of earlier-onset AD probands, the age of the concerned relative has bearing on the extent of the increased risk that person faces. Abbreviations are explained in the first footnote to Table 1 . *For the hazard rate calculation, person-years indicates the number of years in the interval (ie, 5) multiplied by the number of at-risk relatives reduced by half the number of cases identified in the interval. Proband groups are described in the "AD Probands" and "Nondemented Elderly Probands" subsections of the "Methods" section. †No significant differences were found in the comparison with relatives of the nondemented elderly group. ‡PϽ.005 compared with the relatives of the nondemented elderly group. §PϽ.001 compared with the relatives of the nondemented elderly group. The use of alternative cutoff onset ages from 60 to 80 years showed significantly lower cumulative risk curves in the relatives of the later-onset AD proband group compared with the earlier-onset group. However, unlike the VLOAD group, for each of the lower cutoff ages used, the familial aggregation of the later-and earlier-onset AD proband groups was significantly greater than that among the nondemented elderly. Although these results further support the inverse relationship between familial aggregation and age at onset, they also support a continuing role for genetic risk factors at least up to the middle of the ninth decade of life.
Collectively, these results indicate that relatives of VLOAD probands are not at increased risk for earlieronset AD, and relatives of earlier-onset AD are not at increased risk for VLOAD. We also observed a rise very late in life in the cumulative risk for the relatives of the VLOAD group beyond that of the relatives of the nondemented elderly group to a level, by the middle to late 90s, that was slightly higher than that for the relatives of the earlieronset AD probands. Might both findings be explained by positing onset as a familial trait? First, even in these large groups of relatives, the number of relatives in the AD groups was modest beyond 90 years of age, so that divergences in the survival curves at these ages may be due to increased instability of the estimate. Second, better than risk curves, which reflect the extent of previous and current age-adjusted rates of illness, the hazard rate ratio more precisely reveals differences in relative risk between groups at specific ages. In fact, the hazard rate ratio did not appreciably rise, or rose only relatively modestly (in those aged 85-89 years), compared with relatives of the nondemented elderly group. More to the point, the ratios were very similar or even slightly reduced compared with those seen in the earlier-onset AD group of relatives. Calculating hazard rate ratios for VLOAD group using the earlier-onset AD group as the reference (rather than the nondemented controls) gives ratios that are all less than 1.0, ie, 0.64, 0.88, and 0.92 for those aged 80 to 84, 85 to 89, and 90 to 94 years, respectively. Hence, at approximately the ages when the VLOAD probands have had their own onset of disease, their relatives show no increased risk for AD compared with the relatives of earlier-onset AD probands. Thus, rather than familiality of onset, the overall difference in patterns of risk between these 2 groups suggests that their familial etiologic underpinnings are different.
Reliance on family informants for information about relatives is a limitation of this study. However, since most affected relatives are usually dead at the time of study (and many others may be otherwise unavailable), the usually desirable direct family study approach would fail to ascertain most relatives of greatest interest. Furthermore, studies of the family history method conducted here and by others have found good reliability 34, 35 and good agreement with independently derived clinical assessments 40 and neuropathologically derived diagnoses. 41 Nevertheless, as the validity studies have dealt primarily with living or relatively recently deceased individuals, the validity of an AD classification in long-dead relatives remains uncertain. Another methodological concern is the possibility of age-associated diagnostic misclassification. If the likelihood of misdiagnosing AD increases with the age of the subject, then the VLOAD group may have less familial aggregation because it represents less pure AD than the earlier-onset AD probands. An unbiased series of probands with neuropathologically diagnosed AD constitutes an ideal group. In practice, however, a sufficiently large sample would be very difficult to ascertain, and avoidance of the influence of family history status on the family decision for autopsy (an influence that may itself be associated with onset age) would be unlikely. A third limitation is that the proband and reference groups were not ascertained through population-based sampling methods, which makes unclear how our samples might differ from the population from which they arose. The results of the present study do not lead to the conclusion that genetic factors in VLOAD are entirely absent. The force of natural selection for genes with deleterious very late-life effects, ie, long after reproductive ages, may be extremely limited or entirely absent. Thus, liability genes for VLOAD, for example, may be ubiquitous or even monomorphic throughout the general population. This possibility would reduce or remove familial risk differences between AD and non-AD proband groups. Hence, although predisposing genes are likely in VLOAD, they may be difficult to discern in traditional diseasefocused molecular genetic studies because of their presumptive ubiquity. The occasional protective variants that may have arisen over time may remain rare because latelife beneficial effects possess little if any selective advantage, although they would be more likely found in the nondemented oldest old subjects. 37 Although a role for genetics almost certainly persists for VLOAD, the difference in familiality between earlier-onset AD and VLOAD has implications for efforts to identify other risk and protective factors associated with AD. After increased age, no AD risk factors have been identified with the certainty of family history status or APOE genotype. 25 Most efforts to identify nongenetic risk factors, however, have used AD samples with relatively early onset ages, when genetic risk factors are unambiguously powerful. The present results suggest that a focus on VLOAD may identify a group that has different etiologic underpinnings than the group with earlier-onset AD and in which environmental factors may play a larger role. Such a sample may provide greater power to detect environmental factors. October 19, 2001 ; final revision received June 4, 2002; accepted June 6, 2002. 
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